50" (1.27m) One Way Vision(3 years warranty)
Item Code: BS-PO2000-50R-PY

FOB Price:

$206/roll

Mini Order:

50 rolls

Average Rating:

lb (kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
Description:
. Surface film: Best 180 micron Black/White laminated film, with the good whiteness, wonderful hiding performance, scalability-resistant,
anti-UV, good ink absorbing, bright and colorful printing screen.
. Bottom paper: 140gsm wooden-pulp paper.
. Glue: Use the high-quality and imported glue so that the products can truly achieve non-residual gum, none-spilling gum, removable
and none-residual.
. Black coating technique: The coating has the excellent adhesion of the PVC film, good intimacy of the acrylic type glue, as well as the
excellent performance of climate-resistant. From `both` technology and process, it achieve the perfect consistency on PVC film and black
coating, black coating and acrylic type glue, as well as the acrylic type glue and the object which is pasted. It finds fundamental solution
of residing the black glue as other coating one way vision, as well as the problem of dirty surface and unclear picture which is made by
the spilling glue from `the` hole of other one way vision.
. This is a reflective one way vision material, so we still can see the picture during the night as long as the material can meet light from
`its` surroundings.

The application of the printer type:

Solvent: Vutek, Noel, Scitex, DGI, Teckwin, Yaselan, Flora, Fitto, Infinity, GongZheng, LiYu.
ECO solvent: Mutoh, Roland, 118.1" (3m), Mimaki and others.
The scope of application:
Used for the wide format digital printing indoor and outdoor, the ECO solvent printing and screen printing, this kind of one way vision film
is widely applied in the advertising of the windows of the buses, taxis, subway and other means of transport, glass wall, windows of
shopping mall etc.
Note:
. All the products take the lead in the use of environmental-friendly PVC membrane in the industry and can access to U.S. and European
markets directly. We are able to provide the CE (products safety certification of European Community) and RoHS (certification of
environmental protection products) for you if necessary.
. If you need the better performance of the ink absorbing, we do have the products using the complex bottom paper.

Specifications
Reflective one way vision-FUF2618
PVC surface material
mode

FUF2618

PVC film
thickness
(micron)

260±5

products
thickness
(micron)

285±5

bottom paper
glue color
paper layer

transparent

coated
paper

products disciplines
weight

180

length(M)

width(M)

164.0' (50m)
328.1' (100m)

38.6" (0.98m) 50.0"
(1.27m)
53.9" (1.37m)
59.8" (1.52m)
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roll diameter
(MM)

0.1" (1.45mm) 0.
(1.60mm)

